
01. UNDERWATER
FOAM EXTRUSION DIFFERENT RESOLUTION PATTERN

SELF-ORGANIZATION ON DIFFERENT CURVATURE

SPACE INTERACTION WITH USERS

02. EMERGENT
SURFACES

03. SELF-STANDING
SCULPTURE

The aim is to deeply re-interpret the role of the wall in urban environment by enhancing 

its tangible essence towards new figurative meanings.

Expansive foam usually distinguishes most of building practice as an hidden component 

that fills hollow walls in an amorphous way without really assuming a hierarchical 

role. The present proposal defines a new foam’s aesthetics inspired by analysis of its 

material agency and its specific gravity.

The research of potential tectonics has focused on self-organization effects derived 

from depositing polyurethane foam underwater. Material behaviour has led to emergent 

patterns on water surface as a result of chemical and physical laws. 

Air-water interface becomes a place where the surfacing system happens, a paradoxical 

medium where the wall takes form of monolayer heterogeneous system. A new wall 

essence emerges: about an horizontal device that feeds on air and repulse water, an 

interchange surface  that can be modeled once it has been generated.

The wall construction consists of a polished sheet formwork that extracts foam from 

water and allows to place it on ground. The result is a dynamic surface that inherites 

environmental features from morphological process and transfers it at the architectural 

scale, becoming a self-standing sculpture that engages people in interacting and 

moving through.

The wall, as conceived, embodies two different way of deforming space: externally it 

mirrors the surrounding landscape conveying a sense of liquid movement; whereas 

inside a suspendend atmosphere occurs and surface patterns strongly insulate visitors 

from the overall conditions. As mentioned, tested fabrication strategies allow to adapt 

morphological process to every circumstance and permit quick assembly phase. 

A new evoking meaning is taking foam.

Scale model 1:10. The proposal would be set in Piazza Santo Stefano


